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This invention relates to roofing and the 
process of manufacture whereby a rooting 
constructed of fibrous material such as felt 
impregnated with water resistant material 
may be made to present a substantial appear 
ance on the roof without requiring that the 
material from which it is made shall be of 
more than ordinary thickness, the material 
preferably being made u in strip form and 
each strip simulating a p urality of individ 
ual roofing units. 
For this purpose the material is folded in 

such a manner that the portion exposed to 
the weather is at least ‘twice its normal thick 
ness, the two or more layers being so united 
as to form a substantially integral structure. 
The strip may be surfaced as by the applica 
tion of granular material thereto to improve 
its weather-resisting qualities. 
For a more complete understanding of this 

invention reference may be had to the accom 
panying drawings in which 
Figure l~ represents in perspective a piece 

of roofing material in strip form. ' ` 
Figure 2 shows a piece of the strip folded 

preparatory to forming into the finished strip 
units. ‘ 

Figure 3 is a 'View similar to Figure 2, but 
showing edge notches in the strip to form tabs 
simulating shingles. 

Figures 4 and 5 are perspectives before and 
after folding, respectively, showing another 
method of cutting the tabs. 

Figures 6, 8, and l0 are fragmentary plans 
ìhowing other forms in which the sheet may 
e cut. l 

Figures 7, 9, and 11 are perspectives show-> 
ing the sheets cut as in Figures 6, 8, and 10, 
respectively, and partially folded to their 
finished forms. - . 

Figures 12 and 13 show still another man 
ner of cutting and folding the material. 

A. strip of felt as shown ̀ in Figure 1 at 1, 
preferably saturatedand either before 4or 
after being coated with asphalt in the usual 
manner, is passed through a suitable folding 
machine so that its side edges 2 are folded at 
7 in the manner shown in Figure 2 against 
one face of the sheet. Thel opposite folded 
edges may then be notched as ̀ shown at 3 in 
Figure 3 to simulate shingles and the strip 
may then be cut longitudinally through its 
central portion along the line 4 to form two 
double strips, each strip havin an upper lay 
er 5 and a. lower layer‘ö, the ?ower layer ex 

tending from the folded edge 7 at least to the 
upper edges of the notches 3. As shown in 
these figures the lower layer extends co-tcr 
minous with the upper layer. Y 

.lf the sheet material has 4been saturated 
only before the folding is effected, it is then 
coated with the coating asphalt in the usual 
manner so that the two layers of the double 
thick unit become united together in a. sub 
stantially integral structure. 1n case the coat 
ing has been applied before the sheet is fold 
ed, it is preferable to pass the unit between 
heated rollers in order that the coatings may 
imite where the upper and lower layers are in 
contact so that they may be firmly united. 
ln Figure 3 the notches 3 are shown as cut 

entirely through b_oth layers-of material. if 
desired, however, they may be made to pass 
through only the upper layer as shown for 
example in Figures 4 and 5, in which case the 
notches 30.1nay be cut in the material, before 

is folded and extend in one direction to the 
line of fold at 10 so that when the material is 
folded as shown in Figure 5 the notches _30 
are entirely underlaid with the lower layer 
of the material and they extend to the folded 
edge 10 which is exposed to the weather. 

Various other ways of cutting the material 
may be employed in order to produce varying 
designs of the finished material, for example, 
in Figures 6 and slots 31 extending across 
the fold line~12 are shown. The material is' 
then folded as indicated in Figure 7 crosswise 
of the slots forming rectangular tabs similar 
to those shown in Figure 3. 
" In Figures 8 and 9 somewhat diamond 
shaped openings 32 symmetrically disposed 
on either side of the fold line at 13 are shown, 
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the material when folded presenting hex?A 
agonal ended tabs 33 as _shown in Figure 9. 
In Figures 10 and 11 substantially hex 

agonal cut-outs 35 are employed adjacent one 
e ge of the material. It is then folded about 
the line 14 symmetrically related to the open- ' 
ing35 to form when folded the hexa onal tabs 
36 of Figure 11, the lower layer _3 in this 
construction extending only to the 'upper edge 
of the cut-out portions. i 
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In Figures 12 and 13 a further modification i 
is shown in which the materia-l is folded twice, 
for example, first-along the line 15 to form a 
»layer 16 and then again in the same direction 
_along the line 17 to forma layer 18, both un 
derlying .the main portion of the sheet as 
shown in Figure 13, the portion 16 lying be 
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tween the body of the sheet and the portion 
18. In this case, as shown, slots 2O are cut 
through the upper layer of the material and 

' .underlaid by the layers 16 and 18. In this 
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„form the portion exposed to the Weather is of 
triple thickness While extending therefrom is 

' a sing‘le thickness for underlying the adjacent 
course. . While as shown rectangular notches 
are employed passing through the outer lay 
eIx-.or thickness of the material, it is evident 
'that they could if desired be cut through one 
or more thicknesses and they could be of Va 
rious shapes as desired. This last construc 
tion affords a very substantial thickness of 
material exposed. to the Weather and is sus 
ceptible of various forms of treatment. 
example, the granular coating which is often 
placed on the exposed surfaces of this type of 
rooting may be embedded in the upper sur 
face oft-he main portion of the sheet While be 
ing omitted from the portion 18 Which rests 
against the roof Where it is notì exposed to 
lthe Weather. The portion 16 may also be 
coated With‘ granular material if desired,'this 
being particularly desirable Where the notches 

.12() extend only through the body portion of 
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the sheet, the granular material being then 
exposed beneath the notches 20. It is also 
to be noted that the underlying layers of the 
material extend at least to the upper edges 
of the cut-outs and that the Whole unit is so 
formed that the layers are united, as for eX 
ample by the asphaltic material Witlîlwhich 
they are`impregnated or coated, or both, to 
form " a substantially unitary construction. 
Without visible seams. The provision of the 
folded edge of the layers to be exposed to the 
Weather prevents any possibility of moisture 
finding its Way to any improperly impreg 
nated felt Within the body of the material 
and the various layers so united Íform a oo_n 
struction which _will not curl or Warp in use. 
The strips illustrated in the drawing are 

shown as of a length equal to that of the cus 
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tomary strip shingle, but it is obvious that 
these may be cut by transverse cuts into short 
er finished elements; or a longer strilp than 
shown may be slotted, folded and slit, t en cut 
transversely into finished elements of desired 
length. ‘ 

' While two and three folded layers have 
been shown, it is of course evident that more 
layers might be employed if desired Without 
departing from the spirit or scope of this in 
vention and that various other changes and 
modifications might be made Without depart 
ing from the scope of- the invention as defined 
by the appended claims. 

I claim: , 

1. The method of making rooíin `*which 
comprises folding opposite edges o a iece 
of sheet 'material over against one face t ere 
of, then cutting said folded sheet into roof 
ing units'.  . 

2. Thek method of making roofing which 
comprises folding opposite edges of a iece 
of sheet material over against one face t- ere 
of, then cutting said folded sheet in two be 
tween said edges and each portion into roofing 
units.  f 

3. The method of making roofing which 
comprises folding opposite edges of a piece of 
sheet material over against one face thereof, 
then cutting said folded sheet into roofing 
units the edges formed by the folding opera 
tion forming the edges exposed to the Weather 
when the units are laid. ' 

4. The method of making roofing which 
comprises folding opposite side edges of a 
strip of sheet material against the face there 
of, notching out the folded edges to form in 
dividual roofing unit simulating tabs, and cut 
tin said sheet longitudinally intermediate 
.sai folded edges and transversely- into de 
sired lengths. . .. 

In testimony whereof I have affixed my 
signature. 

FREDERICK o. ovEÈRBURr. 
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